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YUMMY MUMMY

A 
centuries-old wine domaine nestled in 
the vineyards of  France’s Languedoc 
region, Château Les Carrasses has 
been sensitively restored to create 

a luxury family friendly estate complete with 
30 chic self-catering properties, first-class hotel 
facilities and a relaxed, private members’ club vibe. 
Effortlessly combining grown-up elegance with 
family fun, it’s the perfect retreat. Boasting an 
elegant restaurant (along with a dedicated menu 
and early sitting options for younger diners), 
terrace bar, heated infinity pool, kids’ club, tennis 
courts, Orangery and gardens with an on-site 
petting farm, where children can get the chance 
to cuddle bunnies, stroke goats and meet friendly 
chickens opening this Easter.

Flexible accommodation options range from 
one-bedroom suites to spacious villas which sleep 
up to eight complete with private heated pools. 
Full of  character & individually designed with 
plenty of  traditional French country flair yet with 
all the modern comforts.

Children and parents alike will be utterly 
charmed by this wonderfully laid back Château. 
Days can be spent poolside soaking up the sunny 
Mediterranean climate, exploring the estates wine 
trails or borrowing a bike for a scenic ride along 
the Canal du Midi. The sandy beaches of  Gruissan 
and Sérignan Plage are not to be missed.

For parents craving some time alone together 
the lively kids’ club (for children aged four to 12 
years) run by a team of  English-speaking staff  

Laid-back 
luxury

Why Château Les Carrasses is everything 
you need for the perfect family getaway

is a hugely popular hangout with its creative, 
nature- based program tailored to different age 
groups. Whilst younger children are encouraged 
to help out at the farm – searching for freshly laid 
eggs and feeding the bunnies, older children can 
improve their skills on the tennis court with the 
Château’s own professional coach. The children’s 
weekly supervised dinner parties and cinema 
evenings are a social highlight too, and help to 
cement new friendships.

With easy access from the U.K, Château Les 
Carrasses is situated within 2hrs of  six airports 
(Béziers, Perpignan, Carcassonne, Montpellier, 
Toulouse and Girona just across the border in 
Spain), or alternatively high-speed rail links to the 
South of  France provides a hassle free and eco-
friendlier solution for your holiday.

Already picturing yourself  with a glass of  rosé in 
hand? It’s time to enjoy a no compromise family-
friendly holiday the Château Les Carrasses way.

If  you’re looking for somewhere closer to 
the beach, why not try sister property Château 
Capitoul which opened last summer & blends 
Domaine & Demeure’s trademarks of  understated 
luxury and effortless style, in a magnificent 
location on the French Meditteranean coast. 

THE DETAILS

To receive a personalised quote, 
please visit lescarrasses.com or call 

0345 686 6504


